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MindManager 9 Build 9.2.504

**Issue:** Dependencies between tasks with a total duration of less than one day were forced to start on different days

Resolved: Dependent tasks can now start on the same day if their total duration is less than a single work day.

**Issue:** In tasks connected by a start-to finish dependency, it was possible to violate the dependency rule by using the Gantt view to manually move the finish date of the dependent task before the start date of the independent task.

Resolved: Users are notified and prevented from violating this rule.

**Issue:** In tasks connected by a finish-to finish dependency, it was possible to violate the dependency rule by using the Gantt view to manually move the finish date of the dependent task before the finish date of the independent task.

Resolved: Users are notified and prevented from violating this rule.

**Issue:** When printing maps on gray scale printing devices, the connector lines between topics were sometimes illegible due to light coloring and line weight.

Resolved: The connector lines for maps printed on gray scale printing devices are more legible.

**Issue:** The Topic Alert feature available in MindManager 8.x was removed.

Resolved: This feature has been restored in MindManager 9.2.

**Issue:** Power Filters that limit the topics shown on a map did not apply to Gantt view for topics containing tasks.

Resolved: Users may select the “Show Filter in Gantt” option from the Gantt menu on the View ribbon to show only filtered items in the Gantt view.

**Issue:** IT administrators did not have the option to disable attachment support for MindManager instances installed within their organization.

Resolved: IT administrators now have the option to control attachment support using registry settings as described in the Large Scale Deployment Guide.
**Issue:** Users were not able to add certain commands (e.g. Import, Export, etc.) found in the “Backstage” (i.e. the screen displayed when selecting the “File” menu) to the quick access toolbar.

**Resolved:** Users may add any command found in the “Backstage” to their quick access toolbar by clicking the arrow to the right of the ? on the toolbar and choose “More Commands”
MindManager Version 9 for Windows Known Issues

MindManager 9 Build 9.2.504

Issue: Error "Could not connect to Microsoft Outlook!" when Microsoft Office is installed as 64-bit version.

Workaround: The 32-bit version of Microsoft Office needs to be installed.

Issue: After installing the 9.2 Service Pack, sync with Outlook encounters an error stating that the item belongs to a different Outlook Account or tasks are read-only.

Workaround: Please visit http://www.mindjet.com/support/knowledgebase/overview and enter 00001291 in search field for resolution to this issue.

Issue: Creating a task in MindManager and send it to Outlook before saving MindManager hangs.

Workaround: If you save the task first and assign it to someone afterwards then it will work without issue.

Issue: Task Duration displays incorrect value after installing MindManager 9.2.

Workaround: Please visit http://www.mindjet.com/support/knowledgebase/overview and enter 00001295 in search field for resolution to this issue.

Issue: When downgrading from a previous version of MindManager you may encounter an error where the DatabaseLinker is disabled.

Workaround: Please visit http://www.mindjet.com/support/knowledgebase/overview and enter 00001292 in search field for resolution to this issue.

MindManager 9 Build 9.0.246

Issue: The Outlook Dashboard template and any map containing an Outlook Query do not automatically synchronize changes to Outlook topics (e.g. an Outlook task) with Outlook.

Workaround: Right-click on the background of your map and select Refresh All Topics or press <SHIFT>-<F5>. 
Issue: There are no visual indicators that denote/signify unsynchronized changes exist with our Outlook Queries or your Outlook Dashboard template.

Workaround: If you are uncertain about your synchronization status, right-click on the background of your map and select Refresh All Topics or press <SHIFT>-<F5>.

Issue: Outlook Queries and Outlook Dashboard template do not work with Outlook content stored in Outlook PST files.

Workaround: None at this time.

Issue: Users cannot create new Outlook categories from within MindManager.

Workaround: Create categories using Microsoft Outlook.

Issue: Gantt views cannot be added to a slide definition.

Workaround: None at this time.

Issue: MindManager’s project management capabilities cannot perform cost calculations.

Workaround: If you require cost calculations based on a project plan built with MindManager, export the map to Microsoft Project and use its cost calculating capabilities.

Issue: MindManager’s project management capabilities cannot identify the critical path for a project.

Workaround: If your critical path identification is based on a project plan built with MindManager, export the map to Microsoft Project and use its critical path identification capabilities.

Issue: The Duration for maps created with MindManager 9 is not backwards compatible with MindManager 8.

Workaround: None at this time.

Issue: The Sign In form for MindManager 8 Japanese version has labels on the buttons truncated (text is cut-off).

Workaround: None. This issue will be addressed in a future MindManager service pack.
Issue: The Microsoft Live Search has been updated to Bing for EN locales, but not for DE, FR, or JA locales.

Workaround: None. This issue will be addressed in a future MindManager release.

Issue: Adding hyperlinks or using the File/Folder Explorer map parts require that network locations in Windows 7 be mapped to a network drive.

Workaround: None. Referencing a network location requires that the location be mapped to a network drive.

MindManager 9 Build 9.1.157

Issue: Exporting maps that contain special characters in the filename as a Mindjet Viewer file may fail to export and cause MindManager to hang indefinitely.

Workaround: Use only standard characters as defined by the ASCII standard character set (0-127). Extended ASCII codes in the filename are not supported.

Issue: Exporting maps that contain *.BMP images as a Mindjet Viewer file will produce an error.

Workaround: Use only web safe *.JPG or *.PNG image types in your map.

Issue: Using Pack-and-Go with maps that contain hyperlinks in a topic note to a file with Japanese characters in the filename will produce an error.

Workaround: None. Avoid hyperlinking to files that contain Japanese charters in topic notes.

Issue: Copying/pasting or dragging URLs from Google Chrome or Apple Safari into MindManager may result in the creation of two topics in MindManager.

Workaround: None at this time.

Issue: Exporting maps with a file size greater than 10MB as a Mindjet Viewer will experience difficulty generating the Mindjet Viewer file.

Workaround: Reduce the size of the source map before generating a Mindjet Viewer file.